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Bounds on the Strength of Ordinal Definable
Determinacy in Small Admissible Sets

Diego Rojas-Rebolledo

Abstract We give upper and lower bounds for the strength of ordinal definable
determinacy in a small admissible set. The upper bound is roughly a premouse
with a measurable cardinal � of Mitchell order �CC and ! successors. The lower
bound are models of ZFC with sequences of measurable cardinals, extending the
work of Lewis, below a regular limit of measurable cardinals.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present upper and lower bounds for the large cardinal strength of
the following statement: In a small admissibleM , any class of reals which is ordinal
definable inM is determined. (Denote the statement by Det.�/.)

For Section 2 we give a short overview of some of the background results that
motivate this paper. Section 3 gives the basic definitions involved, some basic results
about the structuresMx (least admissible sets), the theory of Kripke and Platek (KP),
and a description of the complexity of the terms involved in the definition of Det.�/.

In Section 4, we deal with the upper bound, that is, a large cardinal assumption
from which one can get Det.�/. We use methods of Kechris and Solovay [5] and
results of Neeman [11, p. 204] to show that from a large cardinal assumption just
below, “there is a premouse-like structure with a measurable cardinal � of Mitchell
order �CC and ! successors,” one can get not just Det.�/ but a Turing cone of least
admissible sets satisfying ordinal definable (OD) determinacy. In order to do this,
we show how the determinacy of the point class of Boolean combinations of …1

1-
sets (denote this class by B.…1

1/) implies Det.�/ in a nice way:1 each level of the
hierarchy of this class implies a level of Det.�/ in terms of the complexity of the
classes involved in the definition of Det.�/. Then, we apply the results of Neeman
[11], which state a correspondence between large cardinals and the levels of the class
B.…1

1/.
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In Section 5 we give a lower bound for the cardinal strength of the statement
Det.�/. That is to say, we describe how to obtain models satisfying certain kind of
large cardinals, from the assumption of ordinal definable determinacy in a least ad-
missible set. In [7], Lewis adapted games of Martin in order to produce (from the
assumption of Det.�/) a countable model of ZFC with �-many measurable cardi-
nals (with � recursive); the construction of such a model is carried inside the least
admissible set, given by the determinacy assumption, and so it is restricted to KP.
What we do is modify these games in order to obtain, from the same determinacy
assumption, stronger sequences of measures (though still below a sequence of mea-
surable cardinals with a regular limit), still under KP alone. The article is divided
in five sections. The first two give a general description of the type of games that
we will be using, the type of structures that will be obtained by these games, and a
more formal approach of the games, but still thinking of the games as ordinal games,
in which the players are thought of as playing sequences of ordinals instead of reals.
In Section 3 we establish how these games can be coded into integer games, with
ordinal definable payoff in admissible sets. Section 4 presents the bounding lemma
that allows us to ensure that the loser in the game can make sure to lose for reasons
other than not encoding the required structure. Finally, the last section is dedicated
to the proof of the main theorem.

2 Background

During the last three decades, plenty of work has been done towards establishing
the cardinal strength for determinacy statements. The first result obtained in this
direction might be the one by Martin [8] and Harrington [4], which states that the
cardinal strength for …1

1.a/-determinacy is the existence of a#. After this, there
were several attempts to obtain (from large cardinals) the determinacy of …1

2-sets. It
seems that in 1978, D. Martin was able to do so but with a very large cardinal: an
!-huge cardinal. It was not until 1989 that Martin and Steel [9] settled the strength
for the determinacy of the projective hierarchy. Since then (and before), several
results concerning the strength of classes that lay below …1

2 have been settled. The
proofs, for direct implication or (mainly) relative consistency, are carried under the
assumption of full ZFC. Some examples are Simms (Ph.D. thesis), which computed
the strength of †01.…

1
1/-determinacy: an inner model with a class of measurable

cardinals. Later, using the core model theory developed by Mitchell [10], Neeman
[11], and Steel [14] settled the strength for A.…1

1/ and
S
˛<!1

†0˛.…
1
1/. For the

latter, the results are gauged to the point that the strength of �0˛C4.…
1
1/ corresponds

to the existence of a mouse with a measurable cardinal of maximal Mitchell order
and with .˛ C 1/ successors in it. Surprisingly, as Kechris and Solovay [5] showed,
full lightface determinacy collapses at the level of �12.

The determinacy statements that we consider in this paper (Det.�/) fall some-
where below †0!.…

1
1/ (see Corollary 4.4). Although from Det.�/ we can obtain

models of ZFC with sequences of measures, which would make Det.�/ stronger than
…1
1, one should not consider Det.�/ as a full level of determinacy between †0!.…1

1/

and…1
1. This is because Det.�/, if true, does not imply…1

1-determinacy (see Corol-
lary 4.8). In contradistinction to the results just mentioned, in this paper the models
of large cardinals obtained from Det.�/ are “constructed” mainly in KP: the models
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are produced from determined games played within an admissible set (the witness of
Det.�/).

3 Basics

The notion of determinacy is related to infinite games. For a set A � !! of real
numbers, to say that A is determined means that in the game GA associated to A,
there is a winning strategy for either of the two players. In the associated game
GA, two players, I and II, interchange plays to throw a natural number at each time.
A play of the game will look like this:

I W a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 : : : ;

II W b0 b1 b2 b3 : : : .where ai ; bi 2 !/:

The play is thought of as the real number z D ha0; b0; a1; b1; a2; b2; a3; : : :i. It is
said that player I wins this play if z 2 A; otherwise, II wins. The set A is called
the payoff set. A strategy for a player, say player I, is a function � W !<! ! ! that
tells I what to play. If, for I’s .nC 1/th turn, II has played hb0; b1; : : : ; bni and I the
sequence ha0; a1; : : : ; ani, then anC1 D �.ha0; b0; : : : ; an; bni/. The strategy � is a
winning strategy for I if this player can always win by simply following the strategy.
If � is a winning strategy for player I and II plays c, the play produced by c and � is
denoted by � � c. (If player II has winning strategy � , the play is denoted by c � � .)
If � is a family of sets of reals, by �-determinacy is meant the statement, “for all
A 2 � , A is determined,” denoted by Det.�/.

Definition 3.1 Let Det.�/ denote the following determinacy statement:
Det.�/ �def .9z 2

!!/.8n 2 !/
�
Mz ˆ Det.OD†n/

�
;

where we have the following.
� By Mz ˆ Det.OD†n/ is meant the following statement: “for every †n-
formula '.x; Ę/ with ordinal parameters, the class of reals X' defined inMz

by ' is determined inMz” (for a formal definition, see Lemma 3.7).
� Mz D L!z

1
Œz� is the least admissible set containing the real z. The setL!z

1
Œz�

is the !z1 th level of Gödel’s constructible universe relative to z (see, e.g.,
Keisler and Knight [6], Devlin [3]).
� !x1 is the least countable ordinal not recursive in x; that is,

!x1 D sup
®
otp.y/ W y 2 WO ^ y �T x

¯
:

The set WO is defined as the set of reals x such that the relation <x on !,
defined by n <x m, x.hn;mi/ D 0, is well ordered. And the relation �T
denotes Turing reducibility (see Soare [13, Chapter III]).

This way, the statement Det.�/ can be written as
Det.�/ �def .9x 2

!!/
�
Mx ˆ Det.OD/

�
;

which is formally a †12-statement (look at Definition 3.3 and Lemma 3.7).
Next, we define a hierarchy of large cardinal statements.

Definition 3.2 Given a mouse in Steel’s [14] sense,2 for each 1 � ˛ < !1, define
the large cardinal axiom LC˛C1M by

LC˛C1M �def .M is a mouse/ ^
�
M ˆ 9�.o.�/ D �CC ^ �C.˛C1/ exists/

�
;
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where �C.˛C1/ denotes the (˛C 1)st successor of � and o.�/ represents the Mitchell
order of � (see Mitchell [10]).

A formula ' is said to be �0 if all its quantifiers are bounded. Set †0 D �0 D …0;
a formula ' is †nC1 (…nC1) if ' is of the form 9u� (8u� ), with � a …n-formula
(†n-formula).

We use the representation for the � -algebra of…1
1-sets B.…1

1/ given in Steel [14,
p. 121] as an equivalent definition for the point classes B.…1

1/ and B.…1
1/.

Definition 3.3 Let A be a subset of !!.
� The set A is †0n.…1

1/ if there is a †nC1-formula ‰.u/ such that

A D
®
z 2 !! WMz ˆ ‰.z/

¯
:

� For a fixed parameter x0 2 !!, A is †0n.…1
1.x0// if there is a †nC1-formula

‰.u; v/ such that A D ¹z 2 !! WMhz;x0i ˆ ‰.z; x0/º.
� A is †0n.…

1
1/ if there is x 2 !! such that A is †0n.…1

1.x//.
� B.…1

1/ D
S
n2! †

0
n.…

1
1/ and B.…1

1/ D
S
n2! †

0
n.…

1
1/.

Theorem 3.4 (Neeman [11, Corollary 8.9]) For each n � 1,

LCnC1M )
�
M ˆ Det.�0nC4.…

1
1//
�
:

The large cardinal that will give the upper bound to the determinacy statement Det.�/
is not exactly one of those in the hierarchy described above. It will be proved, though,
that for the determinacy statement Detn.�/ (obtained by restricting Det.�/ to †n-
formulas) there is such a correspondence: Detn.�/ will correspond to LCnM , for
n > 1 (see Theorem 4.6).

The upper bound for the strength of Det.�/ will be given by the cardinal property
LC.�/ defined as follows: There is a sequence of measures U such that

.8n � 2/.9ın � !1/
�
Lın ŒU� ˆ 9�n.o.�n/ D �

CC
n ^ �Cnn exists/

�
:

This large cardinal puts together an !-sequence of those mice corresponding to the
statements Detn.�/ just mentioned.

We proceed now to the notion of admissible set, and some basic known results
that will be used. Following the definition of Barwise, Gandy, and Moschovakis [1],
we say that a transitive setM is admissible if it is closed under pair and union, and
hM;2i satisfies the following axioms.

(1) �0-separation: for every �0-formula '.v/ with parameters in M and for
every a 2M ,

9x8y
�
y 2 x $ y 2 a ^ '.y/

�
:

(2) �0-collection: for every �0-formula '.u; v/ with parameters inM ,

8x9y
�
'.x; y/! 8u9v.8x 2 u/.9y 2 v/'.x; y/

�
:

The theory of Kripke and Platek is the fragment of set theory obtained from the
previous two axioms plus extensionality, �-induction, empty set, pair, and union.
This way, admissible sets are models of KP.

Let M be a transitive set; a formula ' is †1 in-M (…1 in-M ) if there is a †1-
formula (…1-formula) which is equivalent to ' insideM . A formula ' is �1 in-M
if it is both †1 in-M and…1 in-M .
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Let † be the smallest class of formulas containing the�0-formulas; closed under
conjunction, disjunction, bounded quantification, and existential unbounded quan-
tification.

An important feature about admissible sets is that if M is admissible and ' is a
formula in†, then ' is †1 in-M . For proofs of these facts and the ones stated below
the reader is referred to Devlin [3] and Barwise [2]. Admissible sets satisfy stronger
principles than those stated; for example:

If ' is �1 in-M , then hM;2i satisfies 9x8y.y 2 x $ y 2 a ^ '.y//:

This principle is known as �1-separation. Also, admissible sets satisfy †1-
collection. Other principles that are satisfied in admissible sets are: The †1-
bounding principle, which states that for every formula '.u; v/ which is †1 in-M
and has parameters insideM ,

.8x 2 u/9y
�
'.x; y/! 9v.8x 2 u/.9y 2 v/'.x; y/

�
:

Also, the †1-replacement principle, stated below, is satisfied. This principle is of
particular interest to us as it will be used often.

Proposition 3.5 (†1-replacement principle) LetM be an admissible set, and let
f be a function which is definable inM by a †1-formula with parameters inM . If
a 2M is a subset of the domain of f , then f � a 2M and f 00a 2M .

We earlier mentioned the sets Mx D L!x
1
Œx� as the least admissible set containing

the real x. This is indeed an admissible set, and it is the least one containing x
(see, e.g., Barwise, Gandy, and Moschovakis [1]). Some other useful properties
about least admissible sets are condensed in the following proposition (the reader is
referred to Barwise, Gandy, and Moschovakis [1] and Sacks [12] for proofs).

Proposition 3.6 For all x; y 2 !!,�11.x/ D !!\Mx; if x 2My , then!x1 � !
y
1

andMx �My .

The next lemma calculates the complexity of the expression of the sentences
Det.OD†n/ (introduced in Definition 3.1). For each n the sentence Det.OD†n/
asserts that any ordinal definable class of reals, which is defined by a †n-formula,
is determined. We do not use the regular definition of OD in terms of reflection,
as we are interested in defining Det.OD†n/ in the admissible sets Mx . Instead, we
formalize syntax and satisfaction following Devlin [3]. For any terms and notation
involved in the proof, which are not defined in this paper, we refer the reader to
Devlin [3, Sections I.9-11, II.6-7]. However, we present the argument as formally as
possible to avoid major detours.

Lemma 3.7 For n � 1, the formula Det.OD†n/ is a…nC3-formula.

Proof Using the notation of Devlin [3], Det.OD†n/ is roughly defined as the fol-
lowing predicate (80; 90 denote quantification over !, and 81; 91 denote quantifica-
tion over !!):

8
0l8Ę8'

�
Finseq. Ę/ ^ dom. Ę/ D l ^ Fml†n.'/

! “¹a 2 !! W 'Œa; Ę�º is determined”
�
:

The statement: “¹a 2 !! W 'Œa; Ę�º is determined” can be defined as

.91�81b Sat†n.'Œ� � b; Ę�/ _ .91�81a:Sat†n.'Œa � �; Ę�//;
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where Sat†n.'Œc; Ę�/ is roughly the †n-formula of the language of set theory (LST)
(in the case when n is even):

9y18y2 � � � 9yn9 9f 9�9u9m9w
�
Trans.w/

^ .!; f; �; Ę 2 w/ ^ .m D l C n/

^ Fr. ; u/ ^ Fml. / ^ .f W m$ u/ ^
�
V' D 9f .0/8f .1/ : : : 9f .n � 1/

 .f .0/; : : : ; f .m � 1//
�
^ Finseq.�/ ^

�
dom.�/ D mC 1

�
^ .�0 D  / ^ .8i 2 n/ ^

�
Sub.�iC1; �i ; f .i/; VxiC1/

�
^ .8n � i < m � 1/

�
Sub.�iC1; �i ; f .i/; VĘi�n/

�
^ Sub

�
�m; �m�1; f .m � 1/; Vc

��
! ŒSat.w; �m/�:

The expression “ V' D 9f .0/8f .1/ : : : 9f .n � 1/ .f .0/; : : : ; f .m � 1//” is in
fact notation for the †0-formula of LST that states that ' is the LV -formula con-
structed from  by alternated quantification (of 9 and 8) over the first n free
variables of  . All the formulas, Finseq. Ę/, dom. Ę/ D l , Trans.w/, Fr. ; u/,
Sub.�iC1�i ; f .i/; VxiC1//, and Sat.w; �m/, are either †0 or �KP

1 (see Devlin [3]).
Hence, the above formulas (Sat†n.'Œ� � b; Ę�/ and : Sat†n.'Œa � �; Ę�/) are †n.
This shows that Det.OD†n/ is …nC3. When n is odd, just change the quantifiers
9yn9 9f 9�9u9m9w for the quantifiers 8yn8 8f 8�8u8m8w.

4 Upper Bound

We start this section with a basic known fact that relates the notions of determinacy
and Turing invariance; this is also used in the proof of the main lemma of this section.

Lemma 4.1 Let B � !! be a Turing invariant set (i.e., ..x 2 B ^ y �T x/)
y 2 B/) such that8x.9y �T x/.y 2 B/. IfB is determined, then 9x0.8y �T x0/�
.y 2 B/, that is, the cone of Turing degrees C D ¹y W y �T x0º is included in B .

Proof Assume, on the contrary, thatB is Turing invariant, determined, and assume
that

8x.9y1; y2 �T x/.y1 2 B ^ y2 … B/:

Let v0 2 !! be a winning strategy for the set B .
(1) If v0 is winning for player I, by assumption, there is y2 �T v0 such that

y2 … B . Let v0 � y be the play of I when II plays y. Then, the play of the
game z D hv0 � y2; y2i is in B (z �T y2). But this is not possible, since
z �T y2 as well and B is Turing invariant, which gives y2 2 B .

(2) If v0 is winning for II, take y1 � v0 such that y1 2 B . Then, as above, we
conclude that y1 … B .

The next lemma gives a correspondence between the levels of the � -algebra of co-
analytical sets and the “levels” of Det.�/. For simplicity we might be using the
expression Detyn.�/ instead ofMy ˆ Det.OD†n/.

Lemma 4.2 For every n 2 !,

Det
�
†0nC2.…

1
1/
�
) 9x.8y �T x/Detyn.�/:

Proof Assume, on the contrary, that 8x.9y �T x/:Detyn.�/. Let B be the set
¹y 2 !! W :Detyn.�/º, that is, y 2 B , My ˆ :Det.OD†n/. So B 2 †0nC2.…1

1/
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(by Definition 3.3 and Lemma 3.7), and so B is determined; also, B is Turing in-
variant. (If x �T y, then, by Proposition 3.6, Mx D My .) Hence, by the previous
lemma, we may conclude that

9x0.8y �T x0/
�
:Detyn.�/

�
:

We will use this real x0 in the last part of the proof. Now, let ˆ0n.z/ be the formula
that defines the following expression:

“There is a †n-formula '.u; Ev/ with r C 1 free variables, and there is an
r-sequence of ordinals Ę such that the set X Ę' D ¹c 2 !! W 'Œc; Ę�º is not
determined, and '.u; v/ and Ę are least (with respect to the Gödel ordering of
formulas and the lexicographical 2-ordering, respectively) with this property,
and z 2 X Ę' .”

Observe that ˆ0n.z/ is a †nC3-formula: as we pointed out in the proof of
Lemma 3.7, the formula ı.'; Ę/ that says, “X Ę' is determined” is †nC2. Hence, if
we write ˆ0n.z/ more carefully (still using the notation of Devlin [3]):

9'9Ę
��
Fml†n.'/ ^ Ę 2 On<! ^ ıŒ'; Ę�

�
^ .8 8 Ě

��
Fml†n. / ^ Ě 2 On<! ^ ıŒ ; Ě�

�
! .h'; Ęi � h ; Ěi/

�
^ .z 2 X Ę' /

�
;

it is clear that ˆ0n.z/ is a †nC3-formula. Next, define the formula ˆn.z/ as

:Det.OD†n/ ^ .9a; b; u; v 2 !!/
�
z D ha; b; u; vi ^ˆ0n.ha; bi/

�
:

By Lemma 3.7 and the observation above, ˆn.z/ is †nC3. Finally, let the set An be
defined as An D ¹z 2 !! W Mz ˆ ˆnŒz�º, so by Definition 3.3, the set An belongs
to †0nC2.…1

1/. By the determinacy assumption, the set An is determined.
Now, consider the two-player game GAn with payoff An, in which each player

plays two reals; player I plays ha; ui 2 !!, and II plays hb; vi 2 !!. They produce
the real z D ha; b; u; vi. Player I wins iff z 2 An.

Now, since An is determined, and An is the payoff set of GAn , the game GAn is
determined. Then, there must be a winning strategy v0 2 !!.

(1) If v0 is winning for I, then, if II plays hv0; v0i, the play z of the game
is in An and Turing equivalent to v0; hence Mz D Mv0 . Therefore, we
must have :Detv0n .�/, that is, Mv0 ˆ :Det.OD†n/. Let '0 and Ę0 be
the least (with respect to the ordering of formulas and the lexicographi-
cal 2-order, resp.) witness to the failure of Det.OD†n/ in Mv0 , and let
X0 D ¹c 2

!! W '0Œc; Ę0�º.

Claim 4.3 Mv0 ˆ .X0 is determined/.

Proof In fact, v0 gives a winning strategy for I in .GX0/
Mv0 (the integer

game with payoff X0 played inside of Mv0 ). If II plays b 2 .!!/Mv0 , let
ha; ui 2 !! be the output of v0 when II plays hb; v0i in GAn . Then, since
v0 is winning for I, z D ha; b; u; v0i 2 An. Now, observe that Mz D Mv0 .
Clearly v0 �T z; hence v0 2 �11.z/, and soMv0 �Mz (see Proposition 3.6).
To get z 2 �11.v0/, observe that ha; ui 2 �11.b; v0/, but b 2 Mv0 (hence
b 2 �11.v0/). So ha; ui 2 �11.v0/ and z 2 �11.v0/; therefore Mz D Mv0 .
But the definition of An states that ha; bi must be an element of the least
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witness of the failure of Det.OD†n/ in Mz , therefore ha; bi 2 X0. This
proves the claim.

The claim leads to the contradiction:

Mv0 ˆ .X0 is determined/ ^ .X0 is not determined/:

Therefore the lemma is true, or v0 is a winning strategy for player II instead.
(2) If v0 is winning for II, consider u0 to be hv0; x0i where x0 is the real

mentioned at the beginning of the proof. Then, since u0 �T x0, Mu0 ˆ

:Det.OD†n/.
Let X0 be the nondetermined class in Mu0 defined by the least formula

(with respect to the Gödel ordering of formulas) and the least sequence of
ordinal parameters (with respect to the lexicographical 2-ordering). In this
case we say that X0 is the “least” nondetermined class in Mu0 . The claim,
as before, is that X0 is in fact determined in Mu0 via v0 2 Mu0 (which is
a contradiction). As before, v0 works as a winning strategy, now for II, in
the game GMu0X0

. In this case, for each possible play a 2 Mu0 of player I in
G
Mu0
X0

, consider the play ha; u0i of I in GAn .
As both cases lead to a contradiction, the lemma is true.

Corollary 4.4 Det.†0!.…1
1//) Det.�/.

Proof For each n 2 !, let zn given by Lemma 4.2, and let z be recursively coded
by the sequence hzn W n 2 !i. Clearly z is a witness for Det.�/.

Remark 4.5 The contrary of the corollary does not hold (when Det.�/ is true).
This is because Det.�/ is consistent with V D L (see Corollary 4.8), so Det.�/ (if
true) does not even imply Det.…1

1/.

It seems natural now to state a level-by-level implication from the large cardinals
LCnM (see Definition 3.2) to the levels of Det.�/. Let OLC

n

M be the statement LCnM
plus the expression .9ı > !1/.M D Lı ŒU�).

Theorem 4.6 Assume OLC
n

M (for n � 2); then there is a cone of Turing degrees C

such that .8y 2 C/.My ˆ Det.OD†n//.

Proof Let n � 2, and letM D Lı ŒU� as stated by OLC
n

M . If � is the measurable car-
dinal inM of Mitchell order �CC, since �C and �CC exist inM andM satisfies the
generalized continuum hypothesis (GCH), V� exists inM . Moreover, VM� ˆ ZFC.
To show that, for example, replacement holds in VM� , observe that from a witness of
the failure of replacement in VM� , that is, from a function f W a ! VM� (a 2 VM� )
definable in VM� , one can define in VM� a function g 2jaj � cofinal in �. This func-
tion would be an element of L�C ŒU� and also inM . Therefore, g would contradict
the inaccessibility of � inM . That the other ZFC axioms hold in VM� follow trivially,
by replacementVM� and/or using an argument as above.

By Theorem 3.4, M ˆ Det.†0nC2.…1
1//. But ı > !1 and all the reals ofM are

in VM� , so every �12-set of reals which is determined in M is also determined in
VM� . This way, VM� ˆ ZFC C Det.†0nC2.…1

1//. Moreover, if we let ‰.x/ be the
statement .8y �T x/Detyn.�/, then, by Lemma 4.2: VM� ˆ 9x‰.x/. This gives a
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model of ZFC in which the determinacy statement holds. But again, as ‰.x/ is…1
2,

by Shoenfield’s absoluteness, 9x‰.x/ must hold in V as well.

The next step is to obtain the whole of Det.�/ from a single large cardinal axiom.
As we said previously, this is the large cardinal LC.�/ defined as follows: There is a
sequence of measures U such that

.8n � 2/.9ın � !1/
�
Lın ŒU� ˆ 9�n.o.�n/ D �

CC
n ^ �Cnn exists/

�
:

In fact, not just Det.�/ for one real y can be obtained from LC.�/, but a cone of
Turing degrees of such y’s.

Theorem 4.7 .LC.�// There is a cone of Turing degrees C such that

.8y 2 C/
�
My ˆ Det.OD/

�
:

Proof For ease of notation, for each n 2 !, let Nn D Lın ŒU� (where ın is
as given in the definition of LC.�/), and let �n be the corresponding cardinal
in Nn of Mitchell order �CCn . Then (as before) for every n � 2, the statement
9zn.8y �T zn/My ˆ Det.OD†n/ holds in Nn. Again, this last assertion is ab-
solute for models containing the reals of Nn. So, for each n � 2 there is zn 2 !!

such that for every y in the Turing cone determined by zn, My ˆ Det.OD†n/
holds in V . Let z be recursively coded by the sequence hzn W n 2 !i, and let
C D ¹y 2 !! W y �T zº. Then, if y 2 C , y �T zn for every n. Hence,
My ˆ Det.OD†n/ holds for every n. This proves the theorem.

As we mentioned earlier, Det.�/ is a †12-statement, and so .V; L/-absolute. We
conclude then with the following.

Corollary 4.8 .LC.�// The determinacy statement Det.�/ is consistent with
V D L.

5 Lower Bound

In this section we give a lower bound for the cardinal strength of the statement Det.�/
defined in Section 3. By the work of A. Lewis [7] we know that, under the assumption
of Det.�/, it is possible to build (inside Mx) a model of ZFC with � measurable
cardinals (for each � < !ck1 ). Our goal is to extend these methods in order to obtain,
from the same hypothesis, models of ZFC with stronger sequences of measures:
with measurably many measurable cardinals, with a cardinal � with � measurable
cardinals below (a 1-fixed cardinal), with a cardinal �with � 1-fixed cardinals below,
and so on.

5.1 The games: General description If one intends to extend the methods of [7]
in order to obtain a larger cardinal, one may start by trying to obtain models with
stronger sequences of measures. One way of doing this could be by trying to obtain
a cardinal �, not as a given recursive ordinal but from the game itself, and then use �
for the construction of a �-sequence of measures. This game would stay ordinal de-
finable inM . A first attempt would be that of making � measurable, so measurably
many measurable cardinals would be obtained. The game for this would be some-
thing like the result of playing Lewis’s game twice, plus a well order for �, just being
careful about the possible collapse of the cardinals during the recursive process de-
scribed in [7]. Next, to obtain a model with a cardinal � and � measurable cardinals
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below it, extending the games just mentioned is not a clear option. We would need to
play ! copies of these games (plus ! well orders). The problem is that when using
the bounding argument, the play constructed by the loser would have to be recursive
in � (where � is the winning strategy), but this is not clear as the sequence of well
orders need not be recursive in � ; also one would have to deal with the recursive
definition and the collapsing of the measures.

First, we will code larger sequences of “indiscernibles” for the measures and for
the supremum of the ordinals of the model, as large as the ordinal to be measured
itself. Then, instead of coding a sequence of ordinals by giving a parameter, a coding
for the length of the sequence, and a definition (index of a †1-formula) for each of
the ordinals in the sequence, we will code the sequences of ordinals using a single
definition and parameter, that is to say, using a parameter a and a single index that
will correspond to a †1-formula that defines inMa the entire sequence.

The idea underlying the coding is that from each increasing sequence of ordinals
T W !a1 ! !a1 which is †1.a/-definable in Ma, it is possible to define a sequence
of integers. What we are looking for are sequences with “fixed points,” something
like sequences of ordinals that concentrate in their limits. So the supremum of the
ordinals of the models would be a “fixed point,” but so would each large cardinal that
we will define in the model. Doing this also makes our games simpler, in the sense
that we do not have to give the recursive definition of models as in [7] (although we
keep some of the ideas for the definition of the rules). It also makes it simpler to
obtain the large cardinals because there is no recursive construction of models, and
so there are no collapsing cardinals. The model is obtained at once.

The bounding argument will follow, as in Martin’s and Lewis’ games, from the
fact that the collection B of responses from the winner to what has been defined so
far is in fact a set inM . This is true mainly because the set of possible plays for the
loser at that level corresponds to a definable (in some level  of M� ) subset of !,
which is a set ofM� �M .

5.2 g-structures and games of finite type In this section we define the large cardinals
that we are intending to obtain from the determinacy hypothesis Det.�/, and also,
we define the playful means to obtain them. We do this step by step, first defining
the notion of g-ordinals, a notion that is involved in both the definition of the large
cardinals and the definition of the games.

Definition 5.1 We define the notion g-ordinal of type t by finite induction on
t 2 !.

(1) If ı is a countable ordinal, then the pair hı;;i is said to be a g-ordinal of type
zero. Keeping this in mind we abuse notation and say that ı is an ordinal of
g-type zero.

(2) Given ı a countable ordinal, the pair hı; I t
ı
i is said to be a g-ordinal of type

t C 1 if I t
ı
D h�� W � 2 ıi is an increasing sequence of ordinals of g-type t

cofinal in ı. In this case we also abuse notation to say that ı is an ordinal of
g-type t C 1.

If ı is of g-type .t C 1/, the set I t
ı
that witnesses this will be called a set of indis-

cernibles of type t for ı. For each 1 � k � t , if � is in a set of indiscernibles of type
k for ı, then I k�1

�
is a set of indiscernibles of type k � 1 for �.
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Definition 5.2 Let t 2 !. A g-structure of type t is defined as a set of the form
ht; �; ı; I�i, where � is an ordinal of g-type t , ı is of g-type .t C 1/, I� is formed by
all the sets of indiscernibles of type zero for �, and � is the first indiscernible of type
t for ı in I t

ı
.

Let ht; �; ı; I�i be a g-structure, and let UI� be the sequence of filters given by the
sets of indiscernibles in I�; that is to say, F 2 UI� if and only if there is I 0

�
2 I�

such that F is the tail filter (for �) on I 0
�
in N D Lı ŒUI� � (i.e., x 2 F iff x � � \N

and for some ˇ 2 �, I 0
�
n ˇ � x). This way, we can think of ht; �; ı; I�i as coding

the structure hN D Lı ŒUI� �;2; N \UI�i. When t D 0 the g-structure is thought
of as coding the structure hLı ;2i.

The hierarchy that we will be studying is the hierarchy of finitely fixed cardinals.
A cardinal � is said to be zero-fixed if � is a measurable cardinal. For t � 0, we say
that � is .t C 1/-fixed if the set ¹� < � W � is a t -fixed cardinalº has cardinality �.

Definition 5.3 A g-structure ht; �; ı; I�i is said to be good if

Lı ŒUI� � ˆ ZFCC � is .t � 1/-fixed:

We will obtain these g-structures from integer games ordinal definable in least ad-
missible sets. In order to make the definition of the integer games more digestible,
we give an “ordinal” version first. That is to say, we define a set of ordinal games that
describe how to produce the structures. These games are two-player games in which
the length of the plays is not relevant. The definition for these games will be given in
parts using the notions of partial ordinal game and iteration. We define these notions
by recursion in the next paragraphs.

The partial ordinal game of type zero, denoted by O01 , is a two-player game in
which each player plays an !-sequence of ordinals, h˛n W n 2 !i and hˇn W n 2 !i,
respectively. The rule is that for each n, ˛n < ˇn < ˛nC1. The first player
who fails to satisfy this rule loses. Otherwise, if both players satisfy the rule
we say that they have reached a tie. So a tie play of Oo1 produces an ordinal
� D supn.˛n/ D supn.ˇn/ of g-type zero.

Let � be a countable limit ordinal. A �-iteration of O01 (denoted by O0
�
) is

a partial game in which a tie play produces an increasing �-sequence of ordinals
of type zero above �. So in order not to lose, each player produces an increas-
ing .! � �/-sequence h˛!��Cj W � 2 � ^ j 2 !i (and hˇ!��Cj W � 2 � ^ j 2 !i,
respectively) such that � � ˛0, and ˛� < ˇ� (for � 2 ! � �). The ordinals
�� D supj .˛!��Cj / D supj .ˇ!��Cj / are the � many g-type zero ordinals produced
by the tie play (in this iteration O0

�
).

The ordinal game of type zero, denoted by O0, is a two-player game in which
the players must produce an ordinal ı and interleaving sequences of ordinals
TI D h˛� W � < ıi and TII D hˇ� W � < ıi with supremum equal to ı in the
following way: TI ; TII � ! should be a tie play for O01 with supremum �0 (an
ordinal of g-type zero). Then, the next segment of the sequence (as defined from !

to ! � �0) should be a tie play for O0
�0
; this play defines a sequence of g-type zero

ordinals h�� W � < �0i. Setting �1 to be the supremum of these ordinals, the players
are asked to produce the next segment of the sequence (defined from ! ��0 to ! ��1)
as a tie play for O0

�1
. They have to continue producing these tie plays for each of

the partial games O0
�n

so defined. If these rules are satisfied, by the end the players
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have produced � D �0 (an ordinal of g-type zero) and a g-ordinal of type 1, namely,
hı; I 0

ı
i, where ı D supn.�n/ and I 0ı D h�� W � 2 ıi (h�� W � < �ni is produced by

the corresponding tie play of O0
�n
).

In other words, if these basic rules are satisfied by a play, this play gives a g-
structure of type zero, namely, h0; �; ı;;i. At this point we can define the partial
ordinal game of type 1 (denoted as O11 ) as the two-player game in which a tie play
produces, following the description above, a g-structure of type zero. In order to
finish the description of the game O0 we must define the “winning rules;” that is, we
have to state what will happen when the g-structure of type zero has been produced.
We will call these the strong rules of the game O0. To decide which player wins, we
look at the model N D Lı and decide a winner depending on the following cases.

(1) N ˆ ZFC.
� In this case player I wins.

(2) N 6ˆ “Collection,” and Collection fails at � (� least). Let h be the
“least” witness, that is, h W � ! ı cofinal and definable in N . Set 0 D
min¹ 2 � W h./ � �1º and 1 D min¹ 2 � W h./ � �2º.
� Player I wins if 0 < 1.

(3) N ˆ “Collection ^ : Power Set,” and Power Set fails at �; P.�/ \ N has
order type ı. Set 0 D inf.Y�14Y�2/ and 1 D inf.Y�24Y�3/, where
¹Y�� W � 2 ıº is the canonical enumeration of P.�/ in N .
� Player I wins if 0 < 1.

A successful play for O0 would be a play in which player I wins because of
condition (1), that is to say, a play that produces the good g-structure of type zero,
N D Lı ˆ ZFC.

This is the first step, we may well say the zero step, in our attempt to produce
games for good g-structures for all finite types.

In general, to define the ordinal games for any type t > 0, assume that the partial
ordinal game of type t O t1 and its iterations O t

�
have been defined. So a tie play on

O t1 produces a g-ordinal of type t h�0; I t�1�0
i. And a tie play on the �-iteration of O t1

produces � g-ordinals of type t above �.
Similarly as before, in the ordinal game of type t Ot the players must produce

a ı-sequence of g-type ordinals below ı I t
ı
D h�� W � < ıi. This must be done

in the following way: First play a tie in O t1; if �0 is the ordinal of g-type t pro-
duced by this play, then they have to produce a tie play for O t

�0
, and so on. Just as

before, we define the partial game O tC11 of type t C 1 by taking plays in the itera-
tions O t

�n
. The basic rule for the game Ot states that players must play tie plays of

O tC11 . Observe again that a play in Ot that satisfies the basic rules produces a g-
structure ht; �; ı; I�i. That is to say, it produces the structure N D Lı ŒUI� �, where
UI� D hF.�/ W � < �i, F.�/ is the tail filter on I 0�� , and �� is the �th ordinal of g-
type 1 below �.D �0 D �0/. Also, I tı D h�� W � < ıi. To finish with the description
of the game we state the strong rules; these rules are given in terms of the theory
of N :

(1) N ˆ ZF C “� is a .t � 1/-fixed cardinal from I�:”
� In this case player I wins.
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(2) N 6ˆ Collection; and Collection fails at � (� least). Let h be the “least”
witness; that is, h W � ! ı cofinal and definable in N . Define 0 D
min¹ 2 � W h./ � �1º and 1 D min¹ 2 � W h./ � �2º.
� Player I wins if 0 < 1.

(3) N ˆ “ Collection ^ : Power Set;” and Power Set fails at � (� least);
P.�/\N has order type ı. Set 0 D inf.Y�14Y�2/ and 1 D inf.Y�24Y�3/,
where ¹Y�� W � 2 ıº is the canonical enumeration of P.�/ in N .
� Player I wins if 0 < 1.

(4) N ˆ ZFC ^ “F.�0/ is not an ultrafilter;” for �0 2 � least. Let X be the
<N -least unmeasured set. And let ���01 be the second element in I 0��0 .
� Player I wins if ���01 … X .

(5) N ˆ ZFC ^ “UI is a sequence of ultrafilters ^ .9�0 2 �/.F.�0/ is
not ��0 -complete)” for �0 least. Let � D min¹� < ��0 W F.�0/ is
not .� C 1/-completeº, and let hX� W � < �i be the <N -least witness of
the ��0 -incompleteness of F.�0/. (One can assume that the sequence
is decreasing and continuous.) Then, let g W � ! ��0 be defined by
g.�/ D min¹0 <  < ��0 W .8

0 � /.�
�0
 0 2 X�/º (where �

�0
 0 is the  0th

indiscernible in I 0��0 ); observe that in this case g is cofinal and nondecreasing
and continuous. Finally, let �0 D min¹� < � W g.�0/ 6D g.�0 C 1/º.
� Player I wins if g.�0 C 1/ D g.�0/C 1.

To complete the inductive definition, we still have to define the iterations O tC1
�

of O tC11 . But just as before, in O tC1
�

each player must play � many increasing
sequences of ordinals each satisfying the rules of O tC11 , one on top of the next one,
and the first one above �. That is to say, a play of O tC1

�
is the result of playing O tC11

� many times.
This finishes the description of the ordinal games of type t , games that produce

g-structures of type t . Remember that what we want is to obtain good g-structures
from the assumption of Det.�/.

Now we move to the next step. Since what we want is to obtain g-structures
from the assumption Det.�/ (the assumption that states the determinacy of all integer
games which are ordinal definable in some admissible M ), we have to figure out a
way of encoding the ordinal games just described from integer games inM . That is
to say, we must state a way in which a single real codes a full play of Ot , keeping in
mind that the definitions involved in these integer games must be given inM without
further parameters.

5.3 Coding games Let us start by fixing a least admissible set M D Mx (for some
x 2 !). As we just said, throughout this section we will define an integer game C t

(for each t 2 !) that is ordinal definable inM and that “codes” Ot .
We start with the description of C0, for simplicity of course. First consider a

fixed recursive enumeration of the †1-formulas of LST, say, ¹'eºe . The game C0 is
defined as a two-player integer game in which players I and II alternate integers as
follows:

I W e a0 a1 : : : ;

II W f b0 b1 : : :
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with e; f; ai ; bi 2 !, so we can say that I plays he; ai and II plays hf; bi (with
a; b 2 !!). The idea is that with he; ai, I is playing the formula 'e.x; y; a/, which
will define inMa an increasing sequence of ordinals TI D h˛� W � 2 !a1 i; and player
II is coding 'f .x; y; b/, which defines inMb a sequence TII D hˇ� W � 2 !b1 i. Both
do this in such a way that, up to some ı 2 !a1 \ !b1 , TI and TII produce a play in the
game O0. Formally, we enumerate the basic rules for C0 as follows: The integers
e; f and the reals a; b must be played in such a way that

(1) !a1 D !b1 ; otherwise, the one producing the smallest one loses;
(2) for each � < !a1 D !b1 : “.'e � � defines an increasing sequence of ordinals

below !a1 / , .'f � � defines an increasing sequence of ordinals below
!b1 /”; the first one failing loses;

(3) the formula 'e.x; y; a/ must define in Ma a †1.a/-increasing ordinal func-
tion TI D h˛� W � 2 !b1 i; respectively, 'f .x; y; b/must define a correspond-
ing TII ; the first one failing this loses;

(4) the sequences TI and TII must be interleaving, in the sense that ˛� <

ˇ� < ˛�C1; otherwise, the first one failing to do so loses.
Observe that, for example, rule (1) can be expressed inM by

8�.WOa� D ; $ WOb� D ;/;

where WOa
�
is defined as

r 2 WOa� , .r �T a/ ^ .9f W h!;<ri ! h�;2i order preserving).

It should be clear then that WOa
�
6D ; inM if and only if � < !a1 . This being said,

it should also be clear that the rest of the rules can be expressed in M without any
further parameters.

If the basic rules are satisfied, then TI and TII have produced a †1.a; b/-
increasing sequence T W !a1 ! !a1 in Ma D Mb . Let T .�/ D

S
T 00I ! � � DS

T 00II! � �, for every � < !a1 . This †1.ha; bi/-definition makes perfect sense, since
for each � < !a1 , the ordinal ! � � also belongs to !a1 .

The strong rules for C t will be given just as in the case of Ot , in terms of the
sequence of ordinals T played. The strong rules will be the same in both cases. In
order to make sense of the strong rules of Ot in C t , we need to be able to “extract” a
play of Ot from each play T of C t . That is to say, we need to be able to obtain the
sequences of g-ordinals of type k (k � t C 1) that form a play in Ot , and so obtain a
g-structure, from the play T in C t . The next definition will help to understand how
this will be done.

Definition 5.4 Let ˛ < !1, let T W ˛ ! ˛ be an increasing sequence, and let
hı; I t

ı
i be a g-ordinal of type t C 1 (with ı � ˛, and t � 0). To say that I comes

from T means: If t D 0 and I 0
ı
D h�� W � < ıi, then for all � < ı, �� D T .�/. And

if t > 0, then for each � 2 I t
ı
, � D

S
T 00�.

A play T in C t will “code” a play in Ot in the sense that from T it is possible to
extract the g-ordinals as sequences that “come from” T . The next lemma explains
the whole idea about the coding.

Lemma 5.5 Let Ma be the corresponding least admissible set for a fixed real
a 2 !!, and let T W !a1 ! !a1 be an increasing sequence which is †1.a/-definable
inMa and such that T 00!a1 � Lim.!a1 /. Then, for each t 2 ! and � 2 !a1 , there is
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a g-ordinal hı; I t
ı
i of type t C 1 above � that comes from T such that I t

ı
W ı ! ı is

†1.a/-definable inMa, so it corresponds to a tie play in O tC11 .

Proof We will construct these g-ordinals, with the properties specified, by finite
induction on t .

Fix � < !a1 . For t D 0, in order to define hı; I 0
ı
D h�� W � < ıii, first define

the sequence ƒ�;0 D h�n W n 2 !i by taking �0 D T .� C 1/ and �nC1 D
S
T 00�n.

This definition by †1-induction shows that ƒ�;0 2 M , then we set ı D
S
n �n and

I 0
ı
D T � .ı n � C 1/, so �� D T .� C �/.
Each of the objects just defined are †1.a/-definable in Ma, including I 0ı of

course. It is also clear that ı D
S
T 00ı.

For t > 0, assume that g-ordinals of type t h�; I t�1
�
i can be constructed from T

in a †1.a/-fashion. Define ı.�;t�1/ to be the g-ordinal of type t � 1 above � given
by this inductive hypothesis. Construct hı; I t

ı
i, a g-ordinal of type t C 1 above � as

follows.
As in the basic step of the induction, first define a sequence ƒ�;t D h�n W n 2 !i

by induction in the following way. For n D 0, define �0 D ı.�;t�1/; then define a
continuous sequence ‡�0 D h�� W � < �0i by taking �0 D �0 and ��C1 D ı.�� ;t�1/.
Then set �nC1 D

S
‡�n , and define ‡�nC1

by taking ��C1 D ı.�� ;t�1/, with
� 2 Œ�n; �nC1/. Just as before, set ı D supn �n and I t

ı
D
S
n‡�n D h�� W � < ıi.

Each of these definitions is given by †1-recursion.

Observe that the method used in the proof to build the g-ordinals takes into account
each fixed point of the function T as they appear in 2-increasing order. That is to
say, each g-ordinal constructed from T corresponds to a fixed point of T (i.e., to an
ordinal ˛ such that ˛ D

S
T 00˛). But also, if ı is a g-ordinal constructed from T and

˛ < ı is a fixed point of T , then ˛ was taken into account previously as a g-ordinal
from T .

Now it makes sense to define the strong rules for C t as the set of strong rules for
Ot (given in Section 5.2), given T a play produced by I and II in C t from TI and
TII , respectively, when they play (say, he; ai and hf; bi) and the basic rules have been
respected. Apply Lemma 5.5 to obtain a g-ordinal hı; I t

ı
i that comes from T (this is

†1.ha; bi/-definable inMa); then look at N D Lı ŒU�� (where � is the first element
in I t

ı
), and depending on the theory of N , as defined for the strong rules of Ot in

Section 5.2, decide a winner for the game C t .

5.4 Bounding lemma So far we have set up an integer game C t (for t 2 !) which is
ordinal definable in admissible sets, and such that any play in this game that satisfies
the basic rules produces a g-model. Our next major task is to show that when the
game C t is determined, there is a play that produces a good g-model. In order to
achieve this, we make sure that the loser of the game C t can make sure not to lose
when playing against a winning strategy � because of any of the basic rules. A way
of doing this is by bounding all possible responses (in the corresponding ordinal
game Ot ) of the winner at a given level.

On the other hand, the play for the loser built by this bounding argument can be
carried out in such a way that the loser loses because of the first of the strong rules,
and therefore a good g-model is produced. The following lemma summarizes the
bounding argument.
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Lemma 5.6 Let x 2 !! be such thatM D Mx ˆ Det.OD/. There is an index e
for a †1-formula 'e.x; y; z/ such that

(1) if � 2 M is a winning strategy for a player in the game C t , then he; �i is a
play for the loser that satisfies the basic rules of C t ;

(2) any †1.�/-definable cofinal subsequence of the sequence defined by the play
he; �i � � also satisfies the basic rules of the game C t .

Proof Before we begin with the actual proof of the lemma, we will make some
definitions and remarks.

Consider the game C t as defined in M , and let � 2 M be a winning strategy in
this game, say, that � is a winning strategy for player II. Let � < !�1 , let S be an
increasing .� C 1/-sequence of ordinals S D h˛� W � � �i that belongs to M� , and
let � < !�1 be such that S 2 L� Œ��. For e0 2 !, let “'e0 Ch�0;�i S” stand for�
.8� 0 < �0/.9Š˛/'e0.� 0; ˛; �/

�
^ .'e0 � �0 is increasing/ ^

�
.8� 0 < �0/.9� < �/

'e0.� 0; ˛� ; �/
�
^ 'e0.�0; ˛�; �/:

Now, define the set P �� .S/ � ! as follows:

e0 2 P �� .S/” L� Œ�� ˆ
�
9�09�09w

�
.�0 � �/ ^ .w D L�0 Œ��/

^ Sat.w; 'e0 Ch�0;�i S/
��
:

Again, as in Section 3, for the �1 (in admissible sets) formulas, “w D L�0 Œ��” and
“Sat.w; /,” and for the formalization of syntax involved, we refer to Devlin [3].
This being said, in what follows of this proof and the proof of the next lemma, for
expressions like “9w.w D L Œ��^Sat.w; //,” we might simply write L Œ�� ˆ  .

Since the set P �� .S/ is definable in L� Œ�� from � (for � 2 !�1 ), it belongs to
L�C1Œ�� � M� ; hence P �� .S/ 2 M� . The set P �� .S/ corresponds to the set of all
indexes e0 2 ! such that, in L� Œ��, it is true that 'e0 defines (up to some �0 � �) a
subsequence of S with largest element equal to ˛� .

Now, define the set B�� .S/ in terms of P �� .S/ in the following way:

B�� .S/ D
®
ˇ W

�
9e0 2 P �� .S/

�
9e0

�
Le0 Œ�� ˆ “9hf; bi.hf; bi D he0; �i � �/
^ .9�0 � �/.'e0 Ch�0;�i S/ ^ 'f .�

0; ˇ; b/”
�¯
:

The set B�� .S/ is the image of the set P �� .S/ (which belongs toM� ) under a †1.�/-
definable function inM� . So it belongs toM� . Observe that this set B�� .S/ roughly
corresponds to the set of all ordinals that the winner can play at the �th level of the
corresponding ordinal game, when the loser has played a subsequence S 0 of S such
that (in L� Œ��) S 0 is coded by a real he0; �i. The next lemma is still part of the
preparations towards the proof of Lemma 5.6.

Lemma 5.7 Fixing S and � (S D h˛� W � � �i), there is an ordinal Ǫ 2 M� ,
which is †1.�/-definable in M� , such that B�

Ǫ
.S/ is well defined and such that

Ǫ � supB�
Ǫ
.S/.

Proof Let ˛0 be the rank of S , that is to say, S 2 L˛0C1Œ�� n L˛0 Œ��. For each
e0 2 P

�
˛0.S/, let ˇe0 be the image of e0 under the †1.�/-function defined in B�˛0.S/,

and let e0 be the least witness of this fact. Then, define ˛1 D sup¹e0 W e0 2 P
�
˛0.S/º.

Inductively following the same idea, define ˛nC1 from ˛n as the supremum of all
the ordinals that witness that ˇe0 2 B

�
˛n.S/ for each e0 2 P

�
˛n.S/. The sequence
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h˛n W n 2 !i is defined by †1-recursion inM� . So the sequences h˛n W n 2 !i and
Ǫ D supn ˛n belong to M� . Finally, observe that in fact Ǫ has the property that
Ǫ � supB�

Ǫ
.S/: If Ǫ < supB�

Ǫ
.S/, there must be ˇe0 2 B

�

Ǫ
.S/ such that Ǫ < ˇe0 ,

but the definition of P �
Ǫ
.S/ implies that e0 2 P �˛n.S/ for some n 2 !. And the least

witness e0 of the fact that ˇe0 2 B
�
˛n.S/ is the same that witnesses that ˇe0 2 B

�

Ǫ
.S/.

This leads to a contradiction Ǫ < ˇe0 < e0 < ˛nC1 < Ǫ .

We finish the preparations for the proof of Lemma 5.6 with the following remarks.

Remarks 5.8 Let Ǫ be the ordinal defined in the proof of Lemma 5.7.
(1) The ordinal Ǫ is least with the property that Ǫ � supB�

Ǫ
.S/: If ˛ is such

that ˛ � B
�
˛ .S/, then ˛ � ˛0. (Otherwise B�˛ .S/ makes no sense.) Also,

observe that it is impossible that ˛n < ˛ < ˛nC1 (for some n 2 !) since
B
�
˛n.S/ � B

�
˛ .S/. Finally, if ˛ D ˛n for some n, then Ǫ D ˛n D ˛.

(2) In the definition of B�
Ǫ
.S/ the existential quantifier 9e0 can be bounded by

Ǫ : this is clear from the construction of Ǫ .
(3) The ordinal Ǫ is †1-definable inM� by the following formula  .˛; S; �; �/:

 .˛; S; �; �/ � .8˛0 < ˛/9ˇ
�
˛0 < ˇ ^ ˇ 2 B

�
˛0.S/

�
^
�
8e0 2 P˛.t/

�
� � � .9 < ˛/

�
L Œ�� ˆ “9hf; bi.hf; bi D he0; �i � �/

^ � � � .9�0 � �/.'e0 Ch�0;�i S/ ^ 'f .�
0; ˇ; b/”

�
:

Back to the proof of Lemma 5.6. The idea of this proof is to define e as the index
of a †1-formula ˆ.x; y; z/ which defines in M� a continuous sequence TI , such
that the .� C 1/th member of the sequence (say, ˛�C1) is the supremum of the set
B
�
˛.�C1/

.TI � �C 1/. Since the set B�˛.�C1/
.TI � �C 1/ corresponds to the set of all

responses of the winner (following the strategy) to any possible play of the loser that
gives a subsequence of the sequence TI � �C 1 with same last element, the lemma
will follow.

We take e to be the index of the following †1.�/-formula ˆ.�; ˛; �/:

9S D h˛� W � < �i
�
.˛0 D !/ ^ .8� < �/

�
.Succ.�/!  .˛� ; S � �; �; �//

� � �

�
Lim.�/! ˛� D

[
&<�

˛&

��
^
�
Succ.�/!  .˛; S; � � 1; �/

�
^ � � �

�
Lim.�/! ˛ D

[
�<�

˛�

��
:

This formula is defining, by recursion inM� , an increasing continuous sequence
of ordinals TI D h˛� W � < !�1 i in the following way: If TI � �C 1 D h˛� W � � �i
has been defined, then ˛�C1 D ˛ if and only if  .˛; S; ˛; �/M� (if and only if ˛ is
the least ordinal such that ˛ � B�˛ .TI � �/).

Observe that for any �, TI � � C 1 2 L˛.�C1/
Œ��. By definition of ˛.�C1/, the

rank of TI � � C 1 is below ˛.�C1/. Therefore, the set P
�
˛�C1

.T � � C 1/ is well
defined and e 2 P �˛�C1

.T � �C 1/.
This last observation implies that he; �i is a play of the loser that satisfies the basic

rules, because ˛�C1 is bounding all the possible plays ˇ� of the winner following the
strategy � , when the loser has played h˛� W � � �i in the ordinal game.
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Finally, since the definition of P �˛ .S/ also considers the indices of those formulas
that (in L˛Œ��) define subsequences of S , the second part of the lemma also follows.

Now, when the winning strategy � belongs to player I instead, we have to con-
struct the first play of the loser (in the ordinal game) using sets P�.;/ and B�.;/,
where

P�.;/ D
®
e0 2 ! W L� Œ�� ˆ

�
9�0L�0 Œ�� ˆ 9Š˛'e0.0; ˛; �/

�¯
and B�.;/ is the corresponding set. So the first ordinal of the sequence will cor-
respond to Ǫ built as in Lemma 5.7, but starting with ! instead. After that, the
construction is the same.

Remark 5.9 Let � be a winning strategy in C t , and let he; �i be the play as given
in Lemma 5.6. Let T be the play of Ot produced by he; �i and he; �i � � , and let
N D Lı ŒU�� to be the g-structure corresponding to T . If T 0 is obtained from T by
removing intervals of the form Œ�1; ���, Œ�1; ��/, or of the form Œ�0; ���, .�0; ���,
Œ�0; ��/, or .�0; ��/, where h�� W � < ıi is the sequence of ordinals of type t , and
�0; �� belong to the same sequence of indiscernibles of type zero, then T 0 is†1.�/-
definable inM� (say, by 'e0 ), and he0; �i is a play for the loser that satisfies the basic
rules of the game C t that produces the same g-model N . Just as we saw in the proof
of Lemma 5.5 the sequences of indiscernibles of type t , h�� W � < ıi or h�� W � < �i,
are †1.�/-definable inM� . This way T 0 can be defined by T 0 � �0 D T � �0, and
T 0.�0 C �/ D T .�� C �/ (for � 2 !a1 ), and so it is a †1.a/-definition. It should be
clear that for each t 0 � t , each ordinal of g-type t that comes from T 0 is a g-ordinal
of type t 0 that comes from T .

That the structure N is unchanged follows from the fact that by omitting finitely
many ordinals of g-type t above � D �0 D �0, the height of the model obtained
is unchanged, is still ı D

S
¹�� W � < ıº. On the other hand, the sequence of

measures U� is also unchanged, since each measure U� is unchanged when bounded
subsets of indiscernibles for the measure are removed. This concludes the proof of
Lemma 5.6.

5.5 Obtaining t-fixed cardinals In this section we apply Lemma 5.6 to obtain good
g-structures of type t for every t 2 !, from the assumption of Det.�/. Remember
that a good g-structure of type t has been defined as a structure of the form Lı ŒUI� �

that satisfies ZFC C “� is .t � 1/-fixed” and where � is an ordinal of g-type t , ı is
of g-type .t C 1/, the set I� is formed by all the sets of indiscernibles of type zero
for �, and UI� is the sequence of filters given by the sets of indiscernibles in I�. We
summarize these results in the next theorem.

Theorem 5.10 Assume Det.�/, and let M be a witness for this. Then, for every
t 2 ! n ¹0º there is a good g-structure of type t ; that is to say, there is a model of
ZFC with a .t � 1/-fixed cardinal.

Proof For each t 2 !, consider the integer game C t as defined in M . Since
M ˆ Det.OD/, C t is determined (for each t ). From now on, we will work with
fixed t 2 ! and � 2M , where � is a winning strategy in the game C t .

Let he; �i be the play of the loser given by Lemma 5.6. This produces a play
T W !�1 ! !�1 for the loser in the ordinal game Ot satisfying the basic rules, so
a g-model N D Lı ŒUI� � of type t is produced. We claim that the g-structure N
is good. This must be true because otherwise we could argue a contradiction. The
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argument is the following. If the model N is not good, then the winner of the game
C t must have won because of one of the winning conditions (2)-(5) (described in the
set of strong rules; see Section 5.2), but in each of these cases there is a play for the
loser, obtained by omitting an interval of either form as described in Remark 5.9, that
produces the same model N . But the omission is made in order to force the winning
condition for that case to change so that the loser wins now, and this is of course a
contradiction. We verify this in each of the cases (2)-(5) and recall the definition of
the strong winning conditions given in Section 5.2.

(1) If the winner is player I and he won because of condition (2), then
0 < 1, where N 6ˆ “Collection; ” collection fails at � (� least), and
h W � ! ı is cofinal, minimal, and definable in N . And 0; 1 are defined by
0 D min¹ 2 � W h./ � �1º and 1 D min¹ 2 � W h./ � �2º. (Remem-
ber that �0 D � < �1.) Now, since � < ı there must be 0 < �0 < ı such that
h00� \ Œ��0C1; ��0C2/ D ;, so if we set �0 D min¹ 2 � W h./ � ��0C1º
and �0C1 D min¹ 2 � W h./ � ��0C2º, it is true that �0C1 D �0C2.
If '0 is the formula that defines (in M� ) the sequence T 0I W !

�
1 ! !�1

obtained from T by removing all ordinals between �0 and ��0 , Lemma 5.6
and Remark 5.9 imply that '0 is a †1.�/-formula 'e0 , that the play he0; �i
by I satisfies the basic rules, and that T 0 produces the same g-model N .
So when the loser plays he0; �i, II wins because of condition (2). This is a
contradiction. If, on the other hand, II is the winner, it is because of this
same condition; that is, because 0 D 1, then there must be 0 < �0 < ı

least such that h.0/ > ��0 . Remember that ı was built in such a way that
for any � < ı, � C ı D ı. So, take e0 as before, but by removing all ordinals
between �1 and ��0 . The same argument as before brings up a contradiction.

(2) In this case N ˆ “ Collection ^ : Power Set:” Say that Power Set
fails at �, so P.�/ \ N has order-type ı. Set 0 D inf.Y�14Y�2/ and
1 D inf.Y�24Y�3/, where ¹Y�� W � 2 ıº is the canonical enumeration of
P.�/ in N . Player I wins if 0 < 1. When this is the case, since � < ı there
must be �0 < ı such that inf.Y��04Y�.�0C1/

/ � inf.Y�.�0C1/
4Y�.�0C2/

/.
And as before the sequence can be refined by omitting indiscernibles from
�1 to ��0 . When II wins, we recall Lewis’s observation in [7], which in our
notation can be stated as follows. Let n D inf.Y�n4Y�.nC1/

/. Then, there is
a subsequence h�nk W k 2 !i of h�n W n 2 !i such that no three consecutive
elements of hnk W k 2 !i are the same. This lemma implies that for some
Ok 2 !, n Ok

< n OkC1
; otherwise, there would be an infinite 2-descending

sequence of ordinals. So one can define T 0 from T by removing finitely
many g-ordinals of type t from �1 up to �n Ok

, from �n Ok
up to �n OkC1

, and from
�n OkC1

up to �n OkC2
. This way we may conclude a contradiction just as in the

previous cases.
(3) There is a winner because N ˆ ZFC ^ “F.�0/ is not an ultrafilter,” for

�0 2 � least. If player I is the winner, ���01 … X , whereX is the<N -least un-
measured set, and ���01 is the second element of I 0��0 . SinceX n��0 … F.�0/,

there is a least �0 < ��0 such that ���0�0 2 X . We can obtain a definition 'e0

for the subsequences T 0 of T obtained by removing all ordinals between ���01
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and ���0�0 to obtain a contradiction as before. If II wins because ���01 2 X ,
since X … F.�0/ we can do exactly the same to conclude the contradiction.

(4) The last case is when the winner wins because of N ˆ ZFC ^ “UI

is a sequence of ultrafilters ^ .9�0 2 �/.F.�0/ is not ��0 -complete).” If I
is the winner in this case, that must be because g.�0 C 1/ D g.�0/C 1, where
g W � ! ��0 is defined asg.�/ D min¹0 <  < ��0 W .8 0 � /.�

�0
 0 2 X�/º,

and the setsX� witness the ��0 -incompleteness of F.�0/ (as described in rule
(5) on page 363). Since � < ��0 and g is cofinal, there must be a least �1 < �
such that g.�1C1/ > g.�1/C1. So, we can obtain T 0 from T by removing all
ordinals between ��00 to ��0

g.�1/
and conclude a contradiction just as in item

(2). If, on the other hand, II is the winner, then g.�0C1/ > g.�0/C1. In this
case just define T 0 by removing all ordinals between ��0

g.�0/
and ��0

g.�0C1/
.

The natural questions to ask would refer to the possibility of using these methods
in order to obtain models with stronger sequences of measures, say, to begin with,
a model of ZFC with a proper class of measurable cardinals. It seems that there
is an intrinsic limitation for these methods in order to concentrate a sequence of
measurable cardinals in a regular one. So other methods must be devised. Using
some version of the games of [14] seems to be a good candidate; however, the author
has not succeeded with this approach so far.

Some natural questions which arise at this point, and for which the author tried
unsuccessfully to find an answer, are the following.

(1) Can the methods used in Section 5 be further extended in order to obtain
countable models with stronger sequences of measures, say, with a proper
class of measurable cardinals at least?

(2) How to obtain models with sequences of measures from Det.�/ without the
restriction of working inside KP?

(3) Is the assumption of Det.�/ on a cone of Turing degrees actually “stronger”
than Det.�/ in a single real?

(4) Corollary 4.4 and Remark 4.5 may suggest that the upper bound given in
Section 4 might not be the optimal one. Is it possible to obtain Det.�/ from a
weaker assumption?

Notes

1. As Lewis [7] already points out, “The standard arguments on OD by Kechris and Solovay
show that if the point class†0n.…11/ is determined, then there is a cone of Turing degrees
C such that for any real x 2 C ,Mx ˆ Det.OD/.” To make full sense out of this state-
ment one would have to change the expression†0n.…11/ to B.…11/ or to

S
n†

0
n.…

1
1/, or

change the expression Det.OD/ to Det.OD†n/, as we do.

2. In this sense a mouse is not required to be iterable.
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